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Case-Based Complexity

• Within the world(s) of computational modelling and interdisciplinary 
mixed methods, case-based complexity constitutes one of the major 
methodologies for modelling complex social systems or, more generally, 
social complexity.

A close-up of the map of the complexity sciences



Types of 
Case-Based 
Complexity



Basic Tenets



Case-Based Modeling Additional Tenets



What is a case?

• a case c is simply an abstract 
description of the qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics of some 
object under study.
• Cases can be individuals in a 

dataset, nodes in a network, 
interacting agents in simulation, 
groups being clustered, 
organisations, cities, countries and 
so forth.  



Defining a case mathematically



https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-
Deprivation/WIMD-Indicator-data-2019/indicatordata-by-localauthority

Case à ß Case Profile

Vector



Classification 
and Clustering

• Clustering and Classification are mathematical technique 
that let us group together cases that have similar profiles – as 
well as position them away from groups of cases with 
different profiles.

• While both approaches often use the same mathematical 
algorithms, the former uses a training set of known case-
based clusters to arrive at its results, while the latter is largely 
exploratory, seeking to identify groupings that may or may 
not be known. 



Ch. 7. Clustering 







Using AI

• A self-organizing map (SOM) or self-organizing feature map (SOFM) is 
an unsupervised machine learning technique.

• It is used to produce a low-dimensional (typically two-dimensional) 
representation of a higher dimensional data set while preserving the 
topological structure of the data. 

• For example, a data set with p variables measured in n observations 
could be represented as clusters of observations with similar values 
for the variables. 

• These clusters then could be visualized as a two-dimensional "map" 
such that observations in proximal clusters have more similar values 
than observations in distal clusters. 

• This can make high-dimensional data easier to visualize and analyse. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensionality_reduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topology




Cartographical representation of a self-organizing map (U-Matrix) based on Wikipedia featured article data 
(word frequency). Distance is inversely proportional to similarity. The "mountains" are edges between 
clusters. The red lines are links between articles.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U-Matrix









